
BBI: Defeating Salivating Hyenas 

If BBI is about saving Kenya from getting destroyed by bad politics and uncontrollable corruption, 
then the constitution changes it will recommend must be informed by the current state of Kenya, 
not wishful thinking.


If Kenyans are not careful, then the most corrupt Kenyan in history - Deputy President William 
Ruto - will win presidency in 2022.


This would lead to the complete destruction of Kenya.


The-People-Who-Control-Internet-Globally want Ruto to become the next President. They 
have inundated Mt Kenya people with continuous pro-Ruto and anti-Raila/anti-Uhuru 
propaganda.


Ruto is therefore guaranteed at least 70% of Mt Kenya vote, unless President Uhuru Kenyatta is 
on the ballot.


If Uhuru is not on the ballot, it does not matter who he will support and campaign for president. 
Whoever that person is, whether it is Raila Odinga, Kalonzo Musyoka, or even Governors Mutua 
or Kibwana, Ruto will get 70%+ Mt Kenya vote, plus 90%+ in Rift Valley.


That will be like 40% of the national vote. He would only need 30% in Western Counties, plus a 
few votes in the rest of Kenya, and he will have more than 50% of the National vote - regardless 
of who his main opponent is, unless that person is Uhuru.


If it is Uhuru Vs Ruto, then Uhuru will get 90%+ in Mt Kenya region. With his allies bringing in 
significant votes from their regions, Uhuru-led coalition would win first round by more than 60% of 
the vote.


NOTE:


1. Uhuru being on the ballot, he denies Ruto the much-needed Mt Kenya vote.


How is this possible, yet when Uhuru supports another candidate, that candidate does not get the 
Mt Kenya vote? Because the propaganda that has been spread in Central Kenya by The-People-
Who-Control-The-Internet-Globally did not consider Uhuru running for a third term.


For instance, when Uhuru and Raila had their famous handshake, they both said they want to help 
Kenya have stability, so economy can thrive. This was after Ruto had rigged in many MPs who 
were only loyal to him, and were blackmailing the president.


But the propaganda spread in Mt Kenya was that Uhuru had backstabbed Ruto, “who was loyal 
to him”…and Raila’s interest was only to get Uhuru’s support in 2022…


Reality is that Ruto was/is not loyal to Uhuru. In fact he has stolen so much public money - 
through the proxies he placed in various GoK Departments - that Kenyans had started noticing 
the economy was not doing as well as was expected. The-People-Who-Control-The-Internet-
Globally spread propaganda that it was Uhuru’s “bad policies” that were causing economic 
problems, yet the economy was being sabotaged by Ruto.


Anyway, the propaganda that main aim of Uhuru handshake with Raila, was to support him 
instead of Ruto in 2022, would not work, when he - Uhuru - is on the ballot in 2022.


Furthermore, the propaganda spread in Mt Kenya that Raila “had bewitched” Uhuru, would not 
work, when Uhuru is on the ballot.




All leaders who are pro-BBI should support the amendment to allow a president have a maximum 
of 3 terms, to save Kenya.


2. In 2022, all corruption cartels, with their money and other resources, will be backing Ruto. 
Mombasa Port cartels, cartels in ministries…all will be supporting Ruto. LSK cartels, Judiciary 
cartels, anti-EACC cartels…all will be supporting Ruto.


“Civil Society” will be supporting Ruto.


Shadowy businessmen being hunted by KRA because they have been evading paying taxes for 
decades, will all be supporting Ruto.


Corrupt Church leaders will all be supporting Ruto.


And most importantly, The-Global-Powers-That-Be will be supporting Ruto.


3. Even if Ruto is barred from being a candidate on a technicality, his PROXY - the person who 
will stand in his place, and all his supporters will understand he is there representing Ruto - will 
still win 70%+ in Mt Kenya, and will win National Vote.


This is because Ruto represents a MOVEMENT - the Corruption Movement. And this movement 
is desperate to take power in 2022.


4. Approaching the elections, Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp…Will be having more than 80% of 
"Kenyan" posts being Pro-Ruto (via BigTech rigging).


That is why it is only Uhuru who will defeat Ruto, and do so decisively - by denying him the much 
needed Mt Kenya vote. 


Let us support BBI Constitution amendment allowing 3 terms for President, to save Kenya from 
collapsing.
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